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The recent growing interest in zoning regulation in the economic 
literature has focused largely on the debate about the justification for 
the existence of such regulation. 1 But despite the many alternatives to 
current zoning regulations suggested/ zoning ordinances continue to 
persist, and there are no signs that these regulations will be altered 
dramatically in the near future. In fact, regulations restricting land use 
are found in almost ail of the major metropolitan areas of North 
America. These regulations can be conceptualized as an administrative 
contract stipulating rules that govern the kinds of activities that may 
be undertaken on a given parcel of land. Policing and amending these 
regulations are the responsibilities of the individual municipalities, 
and, as Muller (1972) has asserted, the importance of this responsi

*The authors are indebted tn Ruth Dempsey dnd the members of the City of Guelph 
Planning Department for their ,lssistance on this project. Comments and criticisms 
from David l'n'scott of the Universitv of Guelph, Richard Arnott of Boston 
University, and the editor illld rl'ferees of this journal also were helpful in preparing 
this paper. lt is based on research carried out bv the authors white at the University 
of Guelph. 

IFor example, empirical studies cnnductl'd by Crl'cine et al. (1967), Maser ct al. (1977), 
and others could not find supporting l'videnee th,lt ]ower-status land uses prod uce 
negative externalities. Stull's (1975) work, huwever, disputes these conclusions. 
Hirseh (1979) and Goldberg and Horwoud (191'0) discuss the components of this 
debate in greater detai!. 

2See Auld (191'2) and Ervin ct al. (1977) fur ex"mplcs of suggested alternative land-use 
policies. 
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bility cannot be overstated: "The most valuable and probably most 
controversial implicit grant by the public sector is based on the legal 
power of county or municipal government to approve a change of land 
use" (227). 

Perhaps, as Ervin et al. (1977) have implied, the importance of 
such responsibilities is inherent in the continuaI conflict between 
contrasting social values: the rights of the many against the rights of 
the few. The right and the social need for community economic growth 
and development often clash with the liberty, security, and aesthetic 
value associated with an individual's property and its specified use. 

This paper will analyze the performance of a land-use regulating 
regime with the goal of better understanding the land-use regulatory 
process. The first section sets out the framework within which 
regulatory decisions about land are made and considers the elements of 
the implicit efficiency / equity trade-off that the regulating regime 
must take into account when making zoning decisions. lt also 
demonstrates how the various political instruments designed to reveal 
public preference are built into the decision-making process. Evidence, 
based on general observations, that zoning regulations are a vehicle for 
individuals with higher socio-economic status to protect and enhance 
their financial well-being is presented as weIl. In the second section a 
binary choice analysis is developed of the actual decisions on upzoning 
residential land rendered by a typical small, economically diversified 
North American city. Using this methodology, it is determined how 
the characteristics of the specific application influence the regulating 
board's behaviour. The third section is a summary and conclusion. 

Regulatory Framework for Zoning 

It is generally argued and widely accepted in the economic profession 
that the rationale for externality zoning is the protection of property 
values from the erosion caused bv the externalities associated with 
non-conforming land use. Externality zoning ensures that homogeneous 
or conforming land- use activities are located together in designated 
areas (for example, residential uses are separated from industrial 
uses). It is argued that through this process it is possible to bring social 
costs and benefits closer together and maintain the maximum marginal 
value of a parcel of land (Hirsch 1979). 

According to Otto Davis (1963: 375), 
the desire for zoning restrictions arises becausc of the presence of 
external effects in the urban pwperty market. ... All zoning restrictions-
use, height, area, and density regulations--can be viewed as an effort ta 
eliminate possible external diseconomies which the construction of 
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"undesirable" property fe,ltures might impose upon other properties in 
any given district. 

This assertion suggests that a demand exists for zoning and implies 
that zoning regulations may be designed for the protection of the 
property owner. Zoning thus ultimately serves as a vehicle to protect 
the interests of the owner. 

Property owners benefit from zoning regulations because property 
values are augmented and protected by regulation. These regulations 
may be an application of the producer-protection hypothesis 
developed by George Stigler (1971). According to Stigler, regulation is 
sought, designed, and operated for the benefit of the producer or, in the 
case of zoning, the property owner. Thus, as Goctz and Wofford (1979) 
and others have concluded, the zoning regulatory process may be an 
exercise created to protect the interests of property owners. 

When the regulating board appraises the merits of a proposaI, it 
must establish, first, whether the proposaI represents a more efficient 
èlllocation of society's resources and, second, whether the 
redistributional effects are acceptable. Theoretically, it should be 
possible to obtain a Pareto optimal solution, but, in reality, in a 
complex urban centre it would be extremely difficult to even identify 
such a solution. Policy makers will agree, however, that some 
proposaIs cou Id increase society's overall welfare. 

If the proposed policy is not a Pareto improvement, then at least 
one member of society will lose utility as a result of the land-use 
change. Thus, the question of what is an equitable solution becomes of 
grcat importance to policy makers. Although social values and norms 
ultimately de termine wha t is "fair"-thereby turning the definition 
of "fairness" or "equity" into a philosophical question-equity issues 
must be evaluated by the regulatory board. For example, equity 
concerns may arise from the decision-making process itself (so-called 
natural justice): Were ail neighbours adequatdy notified of the 
proposaI? Did ail participan ts have a "fair" opportunity to outline 
their defence at a series of hcarings? Is there an appeal mechanism? 
Equity issues also concern how "fairly" society's resources have been 
distributed. This concern is usually associated with individuals or 
groups of individuals who may have been dealt a loss in utility as a 
result of the policy.~ Breton (1974), Ervin et al. (1977), and others have 
contended that unorganized neighbours may be the "Iosers" in a 
redistribution of the city's resources~ since the introduction of a non

lTraditionally, sneh disildvantaged groups as the poor, blacks, or unorganized 
neighbourhood groups have been the subjects of this attention. 

~Coetz and Wofford [19791 <1fgued that because zoning regulations ,1re a vehide 
capable of redistributing wealth, any an'1lysis of zoning should describe the 
regulation as a pHlcess and not as a situ,1tion. Tlwy based this contention on the fact 
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conformity may cause surrounding property values to change and thus 
produce income redistribution (often called the "direct" effect). More 
general or second-round redistributional effects may result from the 
new urban environment. For example, the demand for some types of 
properties may change (depreciating or appreciating the value of the 
property) or the sales revenue of local retail merchants may fluctuate. 

In very simple terms, the regulating regime weighs the arguments 
and implicitly evaluates the trade-off between the efficiency of a 
proposed zoning change and the inequities of redistributing utility 
among the populace." Furthermore, from the definition of externality 
zoning comes the reality that property owners implicitly associa te 
zoning with the guarantee that the neighbourhood will not be 
subjected to random introductions of non-conforming land uses. Naive 
and unorganized property owners depend on the regulating regime to 
police the zoning regulations and guard them against an organized 
"developer" making gains at their expense. To act in the public 
interest, the zoning board must weigh the components of the 
efficiency / equity trade-off with full knowledge of public opinion. 
Thus, political participation must be representative. Such instruments 
as elections, public hearings, advisory committees, and surveys will 
help ensure that public preferences are elicited. 

Breton (1974) and others have argued that the extent to which an 
individual participates depends on the degree to which a specific 
proposaI will alter his or her present utility stream. Referring to the 
inequality between the jth individual's desired marginal rate of 
substitution and its value in the proposed state, Breton suggested that 
"the greater the difference between the two magnitudes the larger the 
degree of coercion and hence the larger the extent of political 
participation" (76). Consequently, the regulating board can gauge the 
potential impact of a proposaI on an individual by evaluating the 
intensity of his or her participation. Clearly, many factors must be 
considered in such an evaluation, but one element central to ail 
preference-displaying instruments is the costs incurred by the 
individual in the course of his or her participation.h 

th,lt we~lth redistribution "nd partial capit"lization m~ke conventionaI 
_comp"r,ltive static an~Iysis unre~listic. 

'Ervin ct al. (1977: 35) ,1fgue th~t tr~ditional welfMe economics m,lY not be of 
p~r~mount concern to the regul"ting board when it m"kes this l'valuation because 
"when rights ~re in dispute, as they "Imost always arc, the concept of social 
efficiency provides little assist~nce in predicting how a POlitiC,11 system resolves 
land use disputes". For a further discussion of the l'quitY/ efficiency conflict, sel' AuId 
(1982). 

6Riker and Ordeshook (1968) developed ~n el~bor~te model of the individu~l's 
participation in collective decision m'lking. The mode! demonstrates why 
participation occurs and why sorne socio-economic groups become more involved than 
others. 
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Because zoning by-Iaw decisions distribute rewards and 
deprivation locally, it seems fitting that these decisions are made by 
the local government since both the "neighbourhood group" and the 
"developer" could potentially harm the council. Participants in the 
rezoning process supply politicians with votes and money, the two 
essential resources in maintaining power. It is therefore important to 
the decision maker that the outcome satisfy as many individuals as 
possible. If the regulating process appears legitimate, many 
participants will be content with the decision. A member of society 
who "Ioses" will accept the decision more readily if that member 
believes tha t ail efficiency and equity factors were fully considered. 
Thus, it becomes essential that the regulating regime take advantage 
of ail available facilities and produce a legitimate regulating process 
aimed at determining which solution is in the best interests of the city. 
It is advisable that the instruments of determining public preference, 
the comments of professional committees, and ail institutional factors 
are fully considered during the decision-making process. 

Any board or commission hearing an application for a zoning 
change must follow the steps necessary to ensure procedural equity 
(natural justice). In Guelph, Ontario, the city chosen for the empirical 
analysis in the next section, citizens have an opportunity to make 
their preferences known, professional studies are undertaken to 
identify the best interests of the city, the surrounding property owners 
are given ample notification of the proposed change, and an appeal 
mechanism is in place. 7 The equity issues resulting from the 
redistribution of social welfare are not as obviously distinguished. 
Henderson (1977) has contended that the major problem with zoning 
by-Iaws is that the regulating process "can easily be misused by 
special interests groups to improve their well-being at the expense of 
the general populace" (38). Ervin et al. (1977) observed that zoning 
land-use hearings have 

71n the city of Guelph, decisions on zoning ch~nge propos~Is ~re rendered after 
completion of a complex regulating process. AlI ~pplications arc reviewed in light of 
~n offici~l pl~n for the city, even though this pl,1I1 does not outline precisely the 
criteria on which ,1 decision must be based. With the exception of sorne obvious 
he~lth and safety constraints, regulations specified for urban planning do not follow 
well-defined guidelines. The regulating process itself consists of four b~sic steps. 
First, the ~pplication is submitted to the city pl~nning dcp~rtment where it is 
ex,lmined by numerous professional committecs. A let ter of notification is sent to ail 
residents within 400 feet of the property to be altered, "nd a notice of the proposaI is 
pubIished in the 10c~I newsp~per. If the propos~l ~ttr~cts ~ gre~t de~1 of public 
interest, ~ sep~r~te public meeting m~y be called to better identify public concerns. 
Second, aIl comments, correspondence, and recommendations are t"ken to the 
pl~nning board meeting. The bo~rd then m~kes ~ recommend~tionto the city council. 
Third, the city council approves or rejects the proposaI. Fourth, the Ontario 
Municip~1 Board (OMB) h~s the fin~1 decision unless ~n ~ppe~1 is m~de to the 
Ontario Glbinet. 
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app<ucntly served certain values and interests ot citizens of above 
,1\'eragc SES (socioeconomic status) weIl. The "quality" of their 
neighbourhoods has been protected from invasion by undcsirablc 
citizens, land uses, and low-cost or multiple dwelling units. Property 
values have not only been protected but have risen. V,uiance procedures 
h,we been sufficiently responsive to block undesired development in 
their neighbourhood but permit higher SES citizens to profit from 
specubtion and development. (54) 

Binary Choice Analysis 

ln this section the decisions of a specific land-use regulating regime are 
analyzed using an econometric binary choice mode1. The objective is to 
determine w hat socio-economic, demogra phic, and administrative 
factors influence a regulating committee's decisions on upzoning 
applications in residential districts of the city. Thus, the hypothesis 
that the probability of a successful application depends on the various 
factors discussed above and defined below is tested. 

For this analysis inform,llion was collected on 43 representative 
applications for zoning changes bctween the years 1977 and 1983 in the 
city of Guelph, Ontario.~ Ail affected properties were in the low
density, residentiaily zoned regions of the city, and the applications 
called for upzoning (see Table 1). The proposed changes could therefore 
potentially introduce negative externality into the neighbourhood 
since property owners generally prefer similarly zoned properties in 
their immediate vicinities. 

Ultimately, the regulating board permits the applicant to 'ldopt a 
new land use for the property in question or it does not. Thus, the 
dependent v,lfiable of our econometric model is binary and lelllis itself 
to probit analysis. In the probit model the probability of a successful 
application, PZ" has a cumulative standard normal distribution 

PZ, = f ~!, (2rr) 1/2 e- S2/2 ds = <P (W Z)	 (1) 

where Zi is a vector of factors hypothesized to influence the outcome 
and ~ is a vector of unknown coefficients to be determined. If the 
sample consists of n observations from which m observations are 
accepted, the log-likelihood function is 

~Cuelph, a city of HO,OOO, has a diversified economic b,lse comprised of Iight and 
heiH'Y mi1nufacturing, commerce, and post-second,uy education. Demogr<1phic and 
income statistics are representative of the urban population in Canada. 

Althollgh there was no significant difference in rL'presentation on the city council 
during the study period, the time pcriod encompassed two city collncil terms. The 
mell1bership of the city planning bOcHd changed slightlv on an ,1l1nllal basis. 
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Table 1 

ZONING CHANGE CLASSIFICATION OF APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED
 
TO THE CITY OF GUELPH'S PLANNING DEPARTMENT, 1977-1983
 

Original Use Proposed Use Number Relative 
Frequency 

-------- 

Singlc-folmily dwelling Single family 2 Il047 
(commercial use) 

Single-folmilv dwelling Single folmily 6 0140 
(group living) 

Singlc-family dwelling Duplex or semi- Il 0256 
detached 

Single-familv dwelling Multi-familv 1 0.023 
Singlt,-f,lmily dwelling \-luI ti-f,1I11i I~, H O.IH6 
Single-f,lmilv dWL'lling Commerci,l! 9 11.209 
Single-family dwelling Service st,ltion 1 0.023 
Single-L1I11ilv d\\'elling !ndustrial :2 0047 
Otlwr 3 0.070 

Totil1 43 LOOO 

m	 n 

L = L,Jog<P(W Z) + Llog Il - <P(~' Z) 1	 (2) 
i=l i=m+1 

When a numerical method of solving this function is applied, the 
unknown coefficients in vector ~ Cclll be estimated 9 

The earlier discussion suggests that the following variables are 
likely to influence the outcome of the rezoning application: 

1.	 APPEAR number of individuals from the surrounding 
community speaking against the proposed change clt 
the planning board meeting minus the number 
speaking favourably. 

2.	 LETTER5 number of letters received objecting to the proposai 
minus the number of favourable letters. 

3.	 PETITION number of signatures from the community appearing on 
a petition objecting to the change minus the number of 
signatures on a petition fa vouring the proposed 
chclnge. 

Variables 1-3 indicate the neighbourhood groups' responses to the 
proposai and are proxy measures of the potential cost to property 
owners if the application is accepted. Consequently, these variables 
demonstrate the inequities associated with the proposa1. One would 
expect APPEAR, LETTERS, and PETITION to have a negative correlation 
with the probability of a successful outcome. Furthermore, it foilows 
that more expensive protest actions are proportional to greater 

"This study used the Newton Raphson logarithm technique. 
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expected lasses in utility. If an individual's opportunity cost in time 
alone is considered, it is expected that the regulating body would 
accord more weight to protest actions that require more of the 
participant's time since those actions reflect a greater potential loss to 
the individual. Consequently, the coefficient associated with the 
PETITION variable would be smaller in absolute terms than the 
coefficients associated with the LETTERS and APPEAR variables since 
the act of signing a petition takes only a few seconds. Similarly, 
preparing the necessary arguments and attending a planning board 
meeting may take longer than simply writing a letter of objection. 
Thus, the variable APPEAR wou Id have a greater influence on the 
committee's decision than the variables PETITION and LETTERS. 

4.	 ORC = 1 if a petition against the proposai was submitted by the 
surrounding property owners; 0 otherwise. 

This variable indicates whether or not the community was organized 
in a homogeneous group. Breton (1974) has contended that the protest 
actions of a homogeneous gmup generally have a more substantial 
impact on a political board than the objections of individuals. A 
negative relationship between ORC and the probability of a successful 
application is expected. 

The first four explanatory variables illustra te the preferences of 
surrollnding property owners. If these variables help explain 
significantly whether or not an application is successful, then it would 
appear that the opinions of the neighbourhood group do influence the 
board's decisions. Consequently, such results would support Stigler's 
(1971) producer-protection hypothesis. 

5. AMEND	 = 1 if the application was amended; 0 otherwise. 

This dummy variable measures the willingness of the applicant ta 
accept the suggestions of other participants in the regulating process 
such as the various professional committees or the neighbourhood 
group. A simple amendment may satisfy objections ta the proposai and 
thus increase the probability that the application will be successful. 

6.	 BLD = 1 if the application calls for the construction of a building; 
o otherwise. 

This variable indicates whether the appearance of the community is 
expected to change significantly and indicates as weil the board's 
attitude toward growth and development. The expected sign of the 
variable BLD is somewhat ambiguous, however. On the one hand, a 
positive relationship may exist if the board believes the new structure 
improves the overall appearance of the community's environment or if 
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the board heavily endorses gmwth and development in the city. On 
the other hand, a negative relationship may result if the committee is 
opposed to growth and development. ProposaIs that simply cali for 
the assignment of a different use to an existing building may go almost 
unnoticed. Thus, there would be little reason ta reject them. 

7.	 REPORT = 1 if there is a negative report objecting to the proposai 
sllbmitted by a professional committee ; 0 otherwise. 

The recommendations of the local professional organizations serve as 
instruments of the regulatory board for eliciting opinions about what is 
in the best interests of the city. Thus, if a professional committee 
recommends rejection of a proposaI, the pmbability of it being accepted 
would decrease. 

8. DIST =	 distance (in meters) to a similar non-conformity. 

DIST measures precedence. If a similar land-use change already has 
been accepted by the community, one would expect the regulating board 
ta allow a similar non-conformity ta exist in the area. Therefore it can 
be argued that the relationship between this variable and the 
probability of a successful application would be negative. A positive 
relationship may occur, however, because urban policy often allows 
only a limited number of one type of non-conformity to prevail in any 
particular region of a city. 

9.	 CBD = the distance (in meters) by roadway to the central business 
district. 

Most large cities have a well-defined downtown core, but in the 
perimeter regions of the city, where development occurs continually, 
the specifications of land-use activities may not be weil defined. Thus, 
the coefficient attached ta the CBD variable should have a positive 
sign. 

10.	 IN COME per capita income earnings of the appropriate 
enumeration area. 

This variable measures the wealth in the neighbourhood of the 
property to be altered. A negative relationship with the probability 
of a successful application would indicate that the board is influenced 
by the income levels or financial well-being of the neighbourhood. 

Ali the data required to calcula te the above variables were 
obtained from the planning board's file of proposed zoning changes, 
with the exception of INCOME, the data for which were obtained from 
Statistics Canada's 1981 Census. The means and standard deviations of 
the variables are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS Of THE 
VARIABLES USED IN THE PRO BIT ANALYSIS 

Variable Mean Standard 
Deviation 

O,'pendent variable 0.6512 0.4K22 
APPEAR 0.K372 1.214 
LETTERS 1.349 2.8LJ4 
PETITION 26.84 126.9 
ORC 0.2093 0.4116 
AME:"\I[) Il. 1860 0.3937 
BLD Il.6279 (14K91 
REPORT (12791 1145:19 
OIST 96.:12 131.5 
CHD 6551 5.()94 
lNeOME (WEALTl Il lJl 22.LJ 22:1L).5 

~----

Use of the above independent variables l
!! led to the coefficient 

es tima tes and associa ted asymp totic t-s ta tis tics tabula ted in 
Table 3. 11 Generally, the coefficients possess the anticipated signs. 
Consider first the variables that measure participation from the 
neighbourhood group. In equation 1 (Table 3), the variables APPEAR, 
LETTERS, and PETITION are included in the analysis, but only the coef
ficients associated with the first two arc negative. These coefficients 
are significantly different from zero based on a one-tailed t-test with 
a significance level of 5 per cenLlè The variable PETITION, however, 
apparently does not help explain the board's decision. Indeed, it has a 
very small coefficient, which is not significantly different from zero. 
It is interesting to observe that the size of the coefficients associated 
with APPEAR arc al ways greater in absolute value than the 
coefficients attached to LETTERS. l; This indicates, as expected, that a 
personal appearance at the planning board hearing carries more 
weight thilTI one more let ter submitted to the board protesting the 

IODummy vari,lbles indicatin~ the classific,ltion of the specific application, as 
described in Table 1, were included in earliL'r versions of the re~ression analysis. 
None of these variables were signific'lntly different from zero, and thus we 
concIlided that the data set was indeed homogeneous. In tl1l' subsequent analysis 
these variables were dropped to incre,)se the degrees of freedom. The values for the 
likl'Iihood ratio test st,ltistics and the likeliho"d ratio indices, used to L'va!uate the 
oVl'rall goodness-of-fit, ,He avail,lhle from the ,1uthors. 

Il ln the probit mode! a linear function of the expl'ln,ltory variables is equivalent to 
the logarithms of the ratios (lf tllL' probabilities ot granting m not gr,lllting ,ln 
application. For a description of this mode!, sc'e Kennedy (19851. 

l'Rec,lll that public choice themy outlilll's the relationship th,lt most variables ,He 
expl'cteù to have with the prob,ll'ility of a successful application. Thus, it is 
necessary to complete Llnlv a one-tailed hypothesis test for a positi\'e rl'lationship 
Lln these coefficients. 

"At ,1 5 per cent cLlnfidence leve!, the hvpothesis tll,lt thL'sL' two coefficiellts are el1u,11 
is accepted. 
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Table 3
 

PROBIT ANALYSIS Of GUELPH'S LAND-USE REGULATING REGIME
 
DECISIONS ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
 

Equation 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Intl'rcq)t 2.K34 5.K5b 1.739 1.401 21107 2.4K5 
(1.6K) (1.46) (3.12) D.20) D.ll ) (2.KO) 

AI'PEAR -0.796 -O.7:\K -0.636 
(-2.18) (-259) (-2.02) 

LETTERS -0.456 -0.626 -IUK5 -0.374 -1l.376 
(-2.06) (-1.91) (-2.50) (-1.90) (-1.82) 

PETITION 0.2hll 0.681 
(x IU-è ) «(U8) ((J.68) 

OI~C -3.880 -2.220 
(-2.04) (-276) 

AMENO 2.777 1880 1009 2.343 2.529 1.841 
(178) (1.3:1) (1.52) (221 ) (2.04) (1.52) 

BLD -0.4:10 -0.992 
(-(154) (-LOO) 

REPOIU -2935 -4.375 -1.895 -2.135 -2409 -2.929 
(-2.71) (-220) (-2.93) 1-(35) (-3.11J) (-322) 

OlST -0.466 -0.bD6 -0.394 -1l.29 1 -Cl.408 -0.421 
(x 111-2) (-156) (30) (-ISO) (-1.30) (-150) H:17) 
l'HO Il.1l53 0.064 

(0.8:1) (O.K7) 

INCOME -0.753 -2.202 
(x 10--1) (-051) (-1l.79) 

l'\llmber of ob"en'ations = 43 

r\otl': Critic,li \"aluL's: t\\'o-t;'1ill'd test (:1(/; Ct)nfidl'IlCl' ]C\'c!) t-;; = 2.035; onl'-t,li1L'd test (5 C; confideJlce 
h'\"e\) t~7 = 1.6H7. TIll' \",--l1Ul'S in F'<lrL'nthe~L'~ <HL' t-~t(ltistil~ 

proposaI. The variable ORC also mcasures neighbourhood response to 
the proposed zoning change. When ORC is included in the analysis 
(sel' equations 2 and 6), the coefficient attached to it is significantly 
less than zero and has a relatively large impact on the board's 
decision.l~. lC, 5ince the variables APPEAR, LETTERS, and ORC are ail 
statistically significant, one can conclude that the preferences of the 
neighbourhood group influence the regulating regime's decisions. These 
results support the producer (property owner)-protection hypothesis. 

l~The variable ORC will likelv be correlated with the variable APPEAR beG1USl' 
\\'hL'n () petition is organize~i, olle of the org(lnizers J1Jnost ahv(lYs dclivers it 
personally ,lt the pl'lIlning bo,lrd hearing. Thu<.;, ,1 multicollinearity problem m,lV 
exist if bLlth variables are incIuded in the same cquation. 

IOThe results llf eLluiltion 6 sug~est, fLlr eX'lmple, thilt ,1 propoS,11 to rezone property 71l 
meters ,1W,lY wou Id h,1\"e a 0.99 prLlbabilitv of being accepted if there were no 
obiectin~ letters, no petitiolls, no ne~ative report, and no ,1n1l'ndment. If, however, 
therl' W,b a neighhourhood protest and five letters of Llpposition, tllL' probability 
wLluld decline to 1l.0:1. 
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If one of the many professional organizations consulted 
recommends rejection of the proposaI, the probability of a succcssful 
application is reduced. This is shown by the negative value (in ail 
equations) of the coefficient associated with the variable REPORT, 
which is significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level. Thus, 
so-called public interest does enter into the board 's decision since these 
reports serve to distinguish this interest for the regulating committee. 
The variable AMEND also possesses the hypothesized relationship 
with the dependent variable, and in equations 1, 4, and 5 in Table 3 is 
significan tly differen t from zero based on a one-tailed t-test. Thus, the 
application ha~, a greater chance of success if it is amended. 

The data do not support the proposition that zoning is wealth
protecting and -enhancing regulation. Although the variable 
INCOME, which measures the financial well-being of the surrounding 
neighbours, has the anticipated relationship with the dependent 
variable, it is very small, and the mdl hypothesis that this 
coefficient is not significantly different from zero is accepted. 
Consequently, the data suggest that the wealth of the neighbourhood 
group does not carry a great deal of weight with the regulating regime 
when it is rendering its decisions on upzoning proposais. The other 
variables-DIST, CBD, and BLD-all have explainable rclationships 
with the probability of a successful application (see equations 1 and 
2). The weak t-statistics, however, suggest they are not important 
variables in the explanation of the board's behaviour. 

Summary 

Between the initial application for rezoning and the final decision by 
the regulatory agency, a set of complex and interrelated steps occurs. In 
this paper we have modelled those steps in the context of a binary 
decision-making framework. The model reflects the preferences of 
property owners living adjacent to the parcel of land to be rezoned, the 
willingness of the applicant to respond to neighbourhood concerns, 
professional opinion, the proximity of nearby non-conformities, and 
the wealth/income of those living adjacent to the area to be rezoned. 

The empirical results confirm several hypotheses. First, the more 
forceful the opposition to a rezoning proposai, reflecting the strength 
of personal preferences, the less is the probability that the rezoning 
application will be accepted. Second, the number of names on a 
petition will have sorne bearing on the outcome. Third, flexibility on 
the part of the applicant in response to the concerns of neighbours 
improves the chances that rezoning will be granted. Fourth, the level 
of income in the area adjacent to the land to be rezoned does not appear 
to influence the final decision. 

RESIDENTIAL LAND VALUES, ZONING, AND PRODUCER PROTECTION 

An application for rezoning is made because it willlikely enhance 
private profit, wealth, or utility. It may have a negative impact, 
however, on the profit, wealth, or utility of others. The data show 
that the regulatory board in Guelph, Ontario, appears to be concerned 
with what might best be termed the public interest. Our model and its 
results confirm previously untested hypotheses regarding the rezoning 
application process and its outcomeY' 
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